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About this working paper
This working paper is part of a broader piece of work aiming to define what is needed to
establish system-level readiness for radioligand therapy in the US. It explores current
integration and future readiness for the therapy as it relates to identified need, one of the
five domains of the Radioligand Therapy Readiness Assessment Framework (Figure 1). The
working paper provides answers to questions from the framework, with key findings from
relevant subdomains outlined in a summary assessment at the start of each section. It
explores whether there are enough epidemiological data, as well as information for patients
and healthcare professionals, to predict the number of people who may use radioligand
therapy. Throughout the paper, we focus on the situation in neuroendocrine tumors,
lymphoma, and prostate cancer.

This working paper is supported by other documents on health system readiness for
radioligand therapy in the US. For more details, please visit:
www.radioligandtherapy.com/framework/US

Terminology
This working paper uses the term radioligand therapy to refer to peptide-receptor
radionuclide therapy (PRRT), prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) therapy, and
radioimmunotherapy. We appreciate that there are a variety of other terms that may be
used for radioligand therapy.
Radioligand therapy is a specific subtype of radiopharmaceutical therapies. Where
possible, this working paper includes data relating to radioligand therapy. However,
where research about radioligand therapy is not specifically available, we may refer
more broadly to radiopharmaceutical therapies.
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Figure 1. Domains of the Radioligand Therapy Readiness Assessment Framework: US
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What is identified need?
Identifying the need for health services lays the groundwork for system-level changes
that can benefit patients and wider society. The identified need for radioligand therapy is
the potential demand for the therapy among people with cancer. This is influenced by the
number of people eligible for the therapy, both now and in the future, and the level of
understanding and awareness of the therapy among healthcare professionals and people
with cancer.

How is the need for radioligand therapy effectively identified?
Up-to-date epidemiological data, as well as clinician and patient awareness, are
needed to ensure health systems can plan for and deliver radioligand therapy to the
appropriate people. Reliable and detailed epidemiological data are needed to quantify the
number of people with cancer who may be eligible for radioligand therapy, and to plan and
supply the service accordingly. These data should be considered in the context of
information about relative therapeutic efficacy and optimal sequencing of treatments to gain
an accurate image of the number of people who could be referred for the therapy.
Awareness of the approach among healthcare professionals is also crucial to ensure that
people who would benefit from radioligand therapy are identified and referred at the
appropriate time. For patients, the availability of clear, accurate, consistent, and timely
information on radioligand therapy can help ensure people fully understand the approach,
and its potential benefits and risks. This will help them be involved in therapeutic decisionmaking, ensuring that they can make informed decisions about their care and that treatment
meets with their personal goals and priorities.
For more information on research into therapeutic efficacy, read the working
paper on health information.
For more information on guidelines for the delivery of radioligand therapy, read
the working paper on governance.
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1

Epidemiology

Summary assessment
Indicator

Assessment

What is the current

Radioligand therapy is currently approved for use and under investigation

burden of disease

in specific types of neuroendocrine tumors (NETs), lymphoma and prostate

in the US?

cancer. Where data on prevalence of these specific subtypes is not readily
available, we have provided data on the broader indication.
NETs: Although the incidence and prevalence are on the rise in the US,
NETs are still considered a rare disease. In 2014, an estimated 0.048% of
the US population, more than 170,000 people, were living with NETs.
Approximately 12,000 people are diagnosed with NETs each year.
Lymphoma: An estimated 90,390 people will be diagnosed with a type of
lymphoma in 2021, approximately 4.8% of all cancer cases in the US. In
2018, an estimated 962,304 people were living with a type of lymphoma.
Prostate cancer: In 2017, more than 3.1 million people in the US were living
with prostate cancer. The prevalence of metastatic prostate cancer is on the
rise, with an expected prevalence of over 15,000 by 2025.

1.1 Neuroendocrine tumors
Epidemiological data for neuroendocrine tumors (NETs) suggest that the incidence
and prevalence of the condition have increased over time; however, most data are
outdated. The most recent formally published data on prevalence for this patient population
is from 2012,1 and data are not updated or reported with sufficient frequency to accurately
inform ongoing efforts to address patient needs on a national level. There are more recent
informal estimates of prevalence and incidence: data from 2020 suggest that more than
12,000 people are diagnosed with NETs each year. 2 It was estimated that 171,321 people
were living with NETs in 2014, up from 103, 312 in 2004.1 Improvements in diagnostic
capacity, such as better imaging tests and endoscopy, as well as increased awareness of
NETs among healthcare professionals have contributed to increases in the number of
people diagnosed.
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Although not all people with NETs will be eligible for radioligand therapy, the
treatment is commonly used in this indication.3 Rare diseases are classified as those
affecting fewer than 200,000 people in the US; given the increase in incidence of NETs,
there is a risk that it could lose its “rare disease” classification. This would have negative
implications on accessibility of treatments and research funding, such as that for orphan
drugs.
For more information on the use of radioligand therapy in NETs, read the
working paper on service provision.

1.2 Lymphoma
The number of people living with lymphoma is increasing, highlighting the
importance of appropriate treatments being available. Lymphoma makes up an
estimated 4.8% of all cancer diagnoses, and the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End
Results (SEER) program estimates that 90,390 new cases will be diagnosed in 2021.4 5
Between 1975 and 2015 the number of people living longer than five years after diagnosis
increased by over 20%4 5 – as a result, the number of people living with lymphoma is rising.
In 2018, an estimated 962,304 people were living with lymphoma,4 5 a notable increase from
690,993 people in 2010.6 7 Radioligand therapy will only be appropriate for a subset of
these people. It is currently approved for certain types of follicular lymphoma,8

9

and is

under investigation in this indication as well as in certain types of diffuse large B-cell
lymphoma.10-12 Together, these types account for more than half of lymphoma cases in the
US.13 As more people live with lymphoma for longer, it will be increasingly important that
health systems have adequate capacity for a variety of suitable therapies, such as
radioligand therapy, for ongoing management of the diverse presentations and experiences
of this condition.
For more information on the licensing of radioligand therapy in lymphoma, read
the working paper on regulation and reimbursement.

1.3 Prostate cancer
The proportion of the US population diagnosed with prostate cancer every year appears to
be decreasing, but this may be due to changes in screening and diagnosis procedures. As
of 2017, an estimated 1.96% of the male population, representing 3,170,339 people, were
living with prostate cancer.14 Recent incidence data show that 207,430 people are
Health system readiness for radioligand therapy in the US: Identified need
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diagnosed with prostate cancer each year.15 Between 2007 and 2016, the incidence rate of
prostate cancer decreased by 3.8% per year, on average.16 This is probably because the
United States Preventive Services Task Force screening guidelines for prostate cancer were
changed owing to worries over false positive results and overtreatment. The guidelines’
recommendation against prostate-specific antigen-based screening in men aged 70 and
over17 has likely led to reduced identification of prostate cancer patients. Limited screening
means that prostate cancer may be at an advanced stage by the time it is diagnosed, making
the availability of effective treatments at that stage even more critical.
Despite the decreasing incidence of prostate cancer overall, metastatic prostate
cancer is on the rise. Incidence of metastatic prostate cancer is projected to grow by 1.03%
between 2015 and 2025.18 Prevalence is also expected to increase, from 10,615 in 2015 to
15,097 in 2025.18 This is attributed to a range of factors, including an aging population,
reduced screening initiatives, and delayed diagnosis. Radioligand therapy is currently under
investigation in certain types of metastatic prostate cancer,19 20 though it may have uses in
other types of prostate cancer in future.
For more information on data and research, read the working paper on health
information.
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2

Patient awareness and information

Summary assessment
Indicator

Assessment

Is there information for

Neuroendocrine tumors (NETs): Information on radioligand therapy as a

patients on radioligand

treatment option for NETs is typically provided by research/advocacy

therapy as a treatment

organizations and national cancer organizations. The terminology, type

option?

and content of patient information varies between sources.
Lymphoma: Information on radioligand therapy for lymphoma is produced
by patient advocacy and research organizations. Most information
mentions currently licensed radioligand therapy but does not consider
novel applications of the approach that are under investigation.
Prostate cancer: Advocacy and patient organizations inform patients of
ongoing clinical trials for radioligand therapy, but detailed information
about the approach is limited.

2.1 Neuroendocrine tumors
Although there is a lot of information about radioligand therapy for people with NETs,
the content is inconsistent. A number of research and advocacy organizations, 21-25
professional societies,26-28 and healthcare providers29-31 produce materials about radioligand
therapy for people with NETs. There is substantial variation in the type and amount of
information provided, which may be confusing for people with NETs or their caregivers.
Ultimately, this could mean that people who might benefit from the therapy may not have
the appropriate information to make an informed decision about it. For example:
•

Information on treatment eligibility criteria can be inconsistent. Cancer Treatment
Centers of America states that radioligand therapy is a second-line treatment and that
imaging is used to determine eligibility.30 Meanwhile, the National Comprehensive
Cancer Network discusses eligibility based on patient indicators related to disease
progression,26 and The Healing Net outlines that grade and stage influence patient
selection.24
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•

Information on how radioligand therapy works is provided by different organizations
with varying levels of detail. Greater information on the safety of radiation would be
beneficial, as experts have mentioned that use of radiation remains a concern for
many people.32 Notably, few patient materials provide reassurances about the safe
use of therapeutic radiation.

2.2 Lymphoma
Most patient information about radioligand therapy for lymphoma is out of date, which may
impact awareness of current and novel applications of the therapy. Information from
advocacy and research organizations, such as the Lymphoma Research Foundation and
the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society, explain what radioligand therapy is and how it is
delivered.33-36 Many of the resources about radioligand therapy for people with lymphoma
are at least five years old, and focus on currently licensed therapies. As such, information
may not be readily available to people seeking to learn about investigational lymphoma
treatments. A notable exception is the Lymphoma Research Foundation’s 2017 information
sheet, which contains detailed information about not just currently licensed radioligand
therapy but therapies currently under investigation. More clear, accurate, and readily
available information on radioligand therapy for people with lymphoma would be beneficial
to increase awareness and familiarity with the approach.

2.3 Prostate cancer
Patient information on prostate cancer treatments is widely available, but rarely
mentions radioligand therapy. However, some patient advocacy organizations, such as
Us TOO International, guide people to radioligand therapy clinical trials for which they may
be eligible.37 Beyond this, educational information for patients about investigational
radioligand therapy remains limited. Given the recent announcement that the US Food and
Drug Administration has granted radioligand therapy breakthrough status in prostate cancer,
it is likely that this therapy will garner more attention. It may then be incorporated into the
well-established pool of patient information about the use of targeted radiation therapies in
prostate cancer.38-47
For more information about the breakthrough status of radioligand therapy,
read the working paper on regulation and reimbursement.
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3

Healthcare professional awareness and referral patterns

Summary assessment
Indicator

Assessment

Are relevant healthcare

High awareness of radioligand therapy among healthcare

professionals aware of

professionals can help to ensure that people who might benefit from

radioligand therapy as a

the therapy are quickly identified and referred for treatment.

treatment option?

Physicians eligible to become Authorized Users receive training about
radiopharmaceutical therapies. However, awareness of radioligand
therapy is lower among other physicians involved in patient referral, as
the therapy is not covered in the requirements for training programs or
board certification. The lead physician’s awareness of the therapy and
understanding of how it can be used may be further challenged by
unclear treatment pathways.

Nuclear medicine physicians, radiation oncologists, nuclear radiologists, and nuclear
medicine technologists have a high level of awareness of radioligand therapy; however, they
are not consistently trained in its use in all relevant indications. These healthcare
professionals are broadly trained in the use of radiopharmaceuticals for therapy,48 and most
are specifically trained in the use of radioligand therapy in lymphoma.49-52 Most board
certification standards do not yet directly refer to use of radioligand therapy in NETs.48-50 52
However, in 2022, NETs will be added and lymphoma removed from some technologist
exams. Regardless of specialty training, after board certification nuclear medicine
physicians, radiation oncologists, and nuclear radiologists are eligible to become further
certified as Authorized Users (AUs), who are licensed by the US Nuclear Regulatory
Committee to deliver radiopharmaceutical therapies. AUs undergo rigorous additional
training where they are likely to become very knowledgeable about the use of radioligand
therapy for NETs. Given the important role of these professionals in delivering radioligand
therapy, their awareness and understanding of the therapy is essential.
For more information about the regulation of AUs, read the working paper on
regulation and reimbursement.
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Training curricula for referring physicians do not always include radioligand therapy,
which limits the number of physicians who are aware of the therapy. People with
cancer who would benefit from radioligand therapy must be first identified by their referring
physician, typically an oncologist, endocrinologist, gastroenterologist, hematologist, or
urologist. Ensuring that referring physicians have a good awareness of novel therapies’
potential and eligibility criteria is therefore critical. However, neither the standards for
graduate education nor the board certification test topics for the above specialties address
radioligand therapy.53-62 As such, lymphoma experts have suggested that many prospective
or newly licensed hematologists may have no experience with radioligand therapy, or may
not even have heard of it.63
Referring physicians may become familiar with radioligand therapy on an ad hoc
basis after board certification. Some physicians may become aware of the therapy
through engagement with

professional societies, publications, conferences, and

pharmaceutical representatives. Physicians working in large academic institutions are likely
to be involved in clinical trials and multidisciplinary tumor boards, giving them the opportunity
to learn about investigational therapies. Informal multidisciplinary working patterns, such as
ad hoc consultations or informal meetings, and formal tumor boards can also help referring
physicians learn about therapies from outside their specialty, such as radioligand therapy.
Through the combination of these methods, an expert has suggested that many healthcare
professionals treating NETs and prostate cancer are aware of the therapy.64 However, these
learning opportunities may not be consistently taken up or available, resulting in variable
awareness of radioligand therapy.
For more information about multidisciplinary working for radioligand therapy,
read the working paper on service provision.

Clear referral pathways can help physicians identify people who are eligible for
radioligand therapy and direct them to the appropriate services. This is particularly
important in management of lymphoma and prostate cancer, which are often treated in
community settings, where access to tumor boards and multidisciplinary working may be
disproportionately low.65 No standard referral pathways were identified for NETs and
lymphoma, and processes differ between settings.66 Moreover, guidelines do not include
information about how referring physicians can be involved throughout the treatment
process.66-69 Although referring physicians may be involved in patient follow-up between
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cycles and after treatment, this seems to be uncommon. As a result, referring physicians
may not know the appropriate time to consider radioligand therapy, and may be reluctant to
recommend it for fear of losing the patient to another institution.
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Conclusion
More timely collection and analysis of epidemiological data would help the US health
system better prepare for the anticipated increase in demand for radioligand therapy.
Rare diseases such as NETs often do not receive ready funding for research or as much
attention on the national healthcare agenda as more prevalent conditions. But accurate and
up-to-date epidemiological data and evidence-based models of future cancer prevalence for
people with NETs, as well as those with lymphoma and prostate cancer, will be an important
component of ensuring equitable and timely access to needed therapy. It is important to
ensure these data are considered in the context of wider information about therapeutic
efficacy and optimal timing of usage. Combined, this information should feed into health
system planning to secure sufficient resources to meet the need for innovative, targeted
therapies such as radioligand therapy.
Demand for novel therapies is driven by people who are eligible and knowledgeable.
Information on radioligand therapy is more readily available for people with NETs than for
people with lymphoma or prostate cancer. This is unsurprising given that the therapy is
commonly used in NETs, whereas its use in lymphoma is limited and it is still under
investigation in prostate cancer. However, the variability of information presented through
different sources may reduce understanding of radioligand therapy among people with NETs
and lymphoma. The preparation of clear and consistent patient information will be important
as new therapies are explored in prostate cancer and lymphoma. Moreover, organizations
may benefit from providing information that helps patients better understand the role of
radioligand therapy amid other treatment options available to them.
Although experts involved in nuclear medicine and radiation oncology are trained in
radiopharmaceutical therapies, referring physicians are not consistently aware of
these therapies. Unclear referral pathways for radioligand therapy in NETs and lymphoma
may further limit understanding of and familiarity with the therapy. As a result, medical
oncologists, gastroenterologists, endocrinologists, and hematologists may not readily
consider radioligand therapy as an appropriate option for their eligible patients. Clear
guidance on the timing for consideration of radioligand therapy, and the engagement of
healthcare professionals throughout the process, may reduce barriers to integrating the
approach into care. Guidance should apply to and be clearly communicated in both
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community settings and large hospitals, to ensure equitable access to radioligand therapy
across the country.
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